Nanodiamond-mediated delivery of water-insoluble therapeutics.
A broad array of water-insoluble compounds has displayed therapeutically relevant properties toward a spectrum of medical and physiological disorders, including cancer and inflammation. However, the continued search for scalable, facile, and biocompatible routes toward mediating the dispersal of these compounds in water has limited their widespread application in medicine. Here we demonstrate a platform approach of water-dispersible, nanodiamond cluster-mediated interactions with several therapeutics to enhance their suspension in water with preserved functionality, thereby enabling novel treatment paradigms that were previously unrealized. These therapeutics include Purvalanol A, a highly promising compound for hepatocarcinoma (liver cancer) treatment, 4-hydroxytamoxifen (4-OHT), an emerging drug for the treatment of breast cancer, as well as dexamethasone, a clinically relevant anti-inflammatory that has addressed an entire spectrum of diseases that span complications from blood and brain cancers to rheumatic and renal disorders. Given the scalability of nanodiamond processing and functionalization, this novel approach serves as a facile, broadly impacting and significant route to translate water-insoluble compounds toward treatment-relevant scenarios.